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Born in 1956 in Moscow. In 1979 he graduated from Moscow Institute of electronic machine
building. Since 1979, distribution, and 1991 he worked in SRC MIEM on the department of RТD&S
as an engineer, senior engineer, junior researcher, senior researcher, head of sector. In 1987, he
defended his thesis. From 1991 to 1993 he worked at the department of RТD&S MIEM in the
positions of senior lecturer. From 1993 to 2012, he worked at the department of RТD&S MIEM in
the post of the associate professor. The academic title of associate professor in 1994. From 2012 to
2014, worked at the department RET MIEM HSE in the position of associate professor and
professor, and since february 2015 and currently work in the department of Electronic engineering as
a professor. In addition, since August 2013 I have been working at the department of OAO RSC
"ENERGIA" as a professor.
During the work conducted all kinds of training classes with students of bachelor, specialist
and master degree MIEM HSE. Am the author of 7 books (incl. 3 educational manuals with the
stamp of LMU), guidelines for laboratory works, course projects and independent work. The author
of the e-learning course "Quality management EE" for distance education and e-learning courses
"Reliability of radio-electronic equipment when designing" and "Ensuring the radiation resistance of
the onboard equipment of spacecraft in the design" of programs of improvement of professional skill
and retraining of engineers.
In addition to teaching students participate in the training of highly qualified personnel. Was
the scientific adviser of post-graduate students and scientific supervisor of master's degree students
and post-graduate students MIEM. Under my supervision, 8 masters and 2 PhD theses.
Supervised SR&EDW students, undergraduates and postgraduates, who have repeatedly won
prizes in various competitions of scientific and innovative projects and were awarded diplomas,
medals and grants (including the Ministry of education and science), as well as scientific works are
published in collaboration with them. Since 2007 he is scientific director of the "Student innovativescientific center". In 2014, was the head SLG "Reliability and durability of electronic equipment"
HSE.
While working in the MIEM and HSE participated in the execution of the state budget and
contract SR&EDW, performing functions of the executive, the contributors of the executive and
scientific head. Since August 2012 and currently work in SLL "Functional safety of space vehicles
and systems" HSE positions in leading researcher. According to the results of teaching and research I
have published 261 work, including 14 monographs, 46 articles in journals (23 - list of the "HAC")
received a patent for utility model and 14 certificates FIPS on state registration of computer
programs and databases.
Part of the Organizing Committee 2 international and 2 national conferences. Since 2005 I
am an expert "NIAC ETS", and since 2007 - the expert of the "Directorate STP" Ministry of
education and science.
According to the results of their scientific, pedagogical and public work awarded by the
Diploma of the Ministry of education, Badge of Trade unions of the USSR, Honorary diploma of the
Presidium of the Moscow city organization "STS REC them. A.S. Popov", the Medal of the Moscow
city organization "VOIR", Letter of gratitude of the Publishing house "SOLON-PRESS", Honorary
diploma of Trade unions organization MIEM and Diploma committee of "DOSAAF" MIEM.
In 2000, the Government of the Russian Federation for the work "Development of scientific
bases, creation and implementation of automated systems for integrated mathematical modeling of
physical processes in radio-electronic means" a group of authors, of which I was a member, was
awarded the Russian Federation Government prize in science and technology.
In 2012 I was awarded the title of "Veteran of labour", in the same year, the Russian Ministry
of education I was given the title "Honored worker of higher professional education of the Russian
Federation".
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